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The.Cooley
Award
The NLC Class of 1983 will soon be
asked to select the 1982 recipient of the
Michael D. Cooley Memorial Award. The
award is named for Mike Cooley, a
member of the NLC Class of 1981,who was
killed in May 1980on a Washington street
10 an unprovoked assault. Mike was a truly
remarkable person who touched positively
the lives of an unusually broad range of
people in all of his many sphere of interest.
The Cooley Award was established by
Mike's friends to honor Mike and to
recognize in others the qualities that Mike
exemplified. The Award is purely
honorary. The Cooley Award Committee
determined that the emphasis in this prize
should be on spiritual rather than tangible
value.
SBA representatives will distribute
ballots in the third year Conflicts and
Remedies classed. Ballots will also be
available in the Government Contracts .
Department office. Each third year
student is asked to vote only once. When
voting, please include your student
number on the ballot. These numbers will
be used only to avoid duplication and
ballots without student numbers will not be
(contined on page 2)
Pat Harris Heads
Back to Classroom
by Diane Mooney
New National Law Center faculty
member Patricia R. Harris offered hope to
would-be pupils after her fall courses
closed before pre-registration ended. "I
hope to be around for awhile," the former
cabinet official said upon learning her
individual rights course and seminar in
policy development and implementation
filled two days before pre-registration
ended last week. Students pre-empted this
time will have a future chance to take her
classes, Harris said.
Harris will also teach constitutional law
next fall. She is "in the preliminary phase
of preparation - the hardest part (about
returning to teaching)," Harris said. "I'm
looking forward to returning to the
classroom. I've always enjoyed it," she
said.
Teaching is nothing new to Harris. She
was associate dean of students and law
lecturer at Howard University in 1961.She
la ter became associate professor,
professor ,and then, dean. Neither is Harris
a stranger to the NLC, where she earned
her J.D. in 1960,finishing first in her class.
Before attending law school, Harris
earned her B.A., summa cum laude, from
Howard University. Harris said she
"never lost touch" with the NLC and has
good friends on the faculty.
"She is truly one of the most
distinguished graduates of the school and
one of the most distinguished women in
public life," said NLC Dean Jerome
Barron. "She brings great understanding
of government, as well as experience in it,
to the teaching of public law. She will be an
excellent model for law students of what a
lawyer can do to make a better society,"
he said.
Harris, the only woman to serve as head
of three federal government departments,
boasts impressive credentials. She was
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development from January 1977to August
1979, and Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare afterwards until May 1980.
Harris then became Secretary of the
newly-formed Department of Health and
Human Services until January -1981.
The new faculty member is also ex-
perienced in private practice. She was
admitted to the District of Columbia bar in
1960 and was a law partner with Fried,
Frank, Harris, Shriver and Kampelman
Forum: Legal Careers On the Hill
by Douglas Wentz
With summer jobs and legal careers
very much on everyone's mind, the Career
Development Office's Forum Series
continues to thrive. A forum entitled
"Legislative Careers in the Law" will be
held this Tuesday at 4 p.m. in Stockton 101.
Plans are in the offing for an "Alternative
Careers in the Law" forum to be held April
19th.
Those who attended last month's
"Careers in the Law" forum agree it was a
resounding success. Practicing attorneys
(all National Law Center alumni)
discussed their particular careers in large,
medium, and small law firms, as well as in
a corporate legal office and a government
agency. Represented were: Steptoe &
Johnson, one of Washington's largest
firms; as well as the Marriott Cor-
poration, and the Civil Division of the U.S.
Department of Justice. Some students in
attendance reported establishing valuable
contacts, and several submitted resumes
as a result of discussions with panel
participants.
Guest speakers, again all NLC alumni,
will include legislative assistants from
both the House and Senate, a trade
association attorney, and a former
government agency legislative attorney.
Planned participants include Caroline
Osolinik, legislative assistant to Senator
Edward Kennedy <V-Mass.>. , Barbara
Gay, legislative assistant to Represen-
tative Matthew J. Rinaldo <R-N.JJ, Ann
Combs of the National Association of
Manufacturers, and Francis Burk of the
Office of the Legislative Counsel of the
United States Senate. The speakers will .
describe their work, explain how they got
their jobs, and discuss the pros and cons of
their career choice. They also plan to
describe a "typical work day," and will
offer suggestions for students seeking
similar careers. A question' and answer
session will follow, and as in past
programs, personal discussions may
continue once the formal program has
ended.
The third forum, "Alternative Careers
in the Law," is scheduled to include at-
torneys who chose not to practice law, but
who instead opted for careers in business,
. joJrnalism, and management. Bob Weiss
of "Bob's Famous Ice Cream" is
scheduled to speak. The forum will be held
April 19.
Ideas for forum topics were developed
by the Career Development Office in
response to a student questionnaire
distributed earlier in the spring. Students
with suggestions for future forum topics or
speakers, should contact the CDO on the
first floor of Stuart Hall.
"LEGISLATIVE CAREERS IN THE LAW FORUM"WILL PROVIDE STUDENTS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN ABOUT SUMMER JOBS ON THE HILL.
Photo by Michael Grayson
PATRICIA R. HARRIS
in Washington from 1970-77.Harris was
director of Scott Paper Co., IBM, and
Chase Manhattan Bank and was a 20th
Century Fund trustee. .
In the international arena, Harris was
ambassador to Luxembourg from 1965-
1967.She was also an alternate delegate to
the 21st and 22nd General Assemblies of
the United Nations.
Exam
Proposal
by Richard Hagerty
In a significant effort to change the
National Law Center's current and
recently maligned exam policy, the SBA
has unanimously adopted a Law
Association of Women (LAW) proposal
which would give students forced to miss
their regularly scheduled exams for
legitimate reasons, the option of taking the
same exam for a numerical grade within
30 days of the formal examination period.
Characterizing the proposal as a "timely,
just and necessary" response to students'
perceptions of unfairness in the present
system, SBA President Howard Gross
plans to submit it to the Scholarship
Committee for consideration prior to the
end of the semester.
Highlights of the proposal include:
- a more specific definition of
legitimate reasons for deferral of a
regularly scheduled exam, which would
cover students incapacita ted or absent due
to injury, illness, pregnancy, family death
or serious illness, religious observances,
or those with two or more exams on the
same day;
- a formal procedure for timely ap-
plication for deferral based on one of the
above grounds - waivable by the
associate dean - and for reasonable
verification of these grounds;
- prohibition of the administration of
any make-up exam after the last day of
classes of the semester following a missed
exam, and
- institution of a formal procedure and
specific sanctions for abuses of the new
policy, under which a student found to
have submitted false verfication of the
grounds for deferral would be given a
grade of 45in the course for which deferral
was sought.
The proposal is the fruit of more than a
month's work by the LAW and the SBA,
which contacted other law schools and
(conti ned on page 7)
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Revised LSAT Testing More Than Test-ability?
by Ann Wagner
Besides having the dubious distinction
of being first-year students, persons en-
tering the National Law Center next fall
can claim another unique position. They
will be members of the first class admitted
under the new Law School Admissions
Test (LSAT). Substantially different in
format and scoring procedure from
previous tests, the new LSATwas given for
the first time in June, 1982.
The most obvious change in the test
developed by the Law School Admissions
Council (LSAC), and given through the
Law School Admissions Service (LSAS), is
the elimination of math and sentence
structure sections. LSAChas also included
a 30 minute writing sample which is
unscored and submitted directly to the law
school for evaluation.
The new test still has trial sections and
consists of four scored sections requiring
reading comprehension, analytical, and
logic skills. However, the LSAT score is
now based on a 10 to 50 scale versus the
former 200 to 800 scale.
Robert Stanek,assistant dean and
director of Law Center admissions at-
tributes the revision of the LSAT in part to
change in laws regarding release of test
information. In 1980, New York passed a
Truth in Testing law requiring that LSAT
content and grading be made public at an
individual test taker's request. The law
created the need for developing a test
which would retain reliability after ex-
posure, Stanek said. The difficulty in
satisfying this condition was especially
acute in the quantitative sections of the
former LSAT.
Marth McGrane, assistant director of
the Law School Admissions Council,
downplayed the importance of the New
York law in the Council's decision to
change the format.
The problems arising from exposure of
the exam to the public merely accelerated
an already contemplated alteration of the
test. McGrane said. She said the Council
was started years before the passing of the
statute to reevaluate the math and verbal
sections as elements reflective of an in-
dividual's potential for success in law
school.
Both Stanek and McGrane emphasized
that one of the major factors in the
decision to formulate a new exam was the
law schools' increasing reliance on the
previous scoring structure. While minor
differences in scores reflected a minimal
difference in the applicants' abilities, law
schools focused on them as arbitrary cut-
off points. Whereas one correct answer on
the old test might raise a score by four
points, the new test requires 2-3 correct
responses to raise a score by one point.
While law schools will continue to have
cut-off points, Stanek said, the new scoring
technique mitigates the effects of such
arbitrariness and at least supplies a more
justifiable basis for such action by the
admissions offices.
There are no official statistics to
determine the reliability of the revised
LSAT in predicting an examinee's
potential success in law school. However,
the Council has conducted studies based on
"pre-testing" techniques. Non-scored
sections from former exams make up the
four computed sections in the present
version. According to the Council
correlations between previous examinees'
performance in the non-computed sections
and their first year in law school,
the presently included items provide a
valid indication of an applicant's
capability. However, law school ad-
missions officers seem more skeptical of
the revised LSAT. In workshops, sample
files of applicants were given to officers
for evaluation. Results showed the ad-
mission officers tended to rely less on the
results from the new LSAT as a criterion
for judgment. McGrane said the LSAC is
not unhappy with this result. The Council
maintains that the test score should be
considered only in relation to other factors
such as past academic performance of the
applicant.
Stanek claimed that while the Admissions
Committee of the NLC has always em-
phasized past academic performance as
criterion for admission, the Committee's
voting patterns should shift even more in
that direction because of the LSAT
changes. He also believes the new scoring
procedure forces admissions officers to
make a "closer examination of an in-
dividual's credentials. which in the long
run benefits the applicants." But this
creates much more work for admissions
personnel.
Stanek said any test evaluating a
person's potential for academic success
will necessarily fall short of being a true
indicator of actual performance.
"Motivation determines performance in
law school," he asserts. No test can ef-
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Canada reviews questions submitted by
the question developers. A minimum of
fectively measure that quality, he
believes, but LSAT scores have been
"fairly reliable predictors for two thirds of
the people entering law school."
In the past, accusations of cultural bias
have been leveled at the LSAT. The
Council claims to have gone to great
lengths to assure that questions on the new
test are not biased. A Test Question
Review Committee involving some 20 law
professors from the United States and
three members analyzes the same
question and looks for discriminatory
content, among other things. There may
be as many as nine professors reviewing
one question. If biased content is discerned
by a number of the committee, the
question is sent back to the developers
with specific instructions to amend or
r eliminate.
Has the new test resulted in a difference
in performance between the pioneer
examinees and previous test-takers? Law
schools were alerted by LSAS that the
Memorial Honors
Former Student
(from page 1)
counted. The person with the greatest
number of votes will be the recipient of the
award. •
The Cooley Award recipient for 1982was
Michael Ginsburg.
A test of the ballot appears with this
article. If you are a member of the Class of
1983,please begin to consider who among
your classmates most deserves this
award. If you are a member of the classes
of 1984or 1985remember that you, too, will
be asked to make this selection shortly
before your graduation. It is not too soon to
start seeking the fullest potential in
yourself and your classmates.
In addition to the Cooley Award,
Mike's friends are sponsoring a
fund-raising drive to establish a per-
manent memorial to Mike in the new Law
Center. The Fund Committee would
welcome pledges from any students,
alumni, or friends of the Law Center.
Information is available from Professors
Ralph Nash or John Cibinic; SBA
representative Charlie Starrs; or Attorney
Janet Cook at 274-6162,days; or 569-3194,
evenings and weekends.
The Committee has set a fund-raising
goal of $25,000 in order to finance a
seminar room in the new law building.,
The room will bear Mike's name and be a
permanent reminder of his positive impact
on G.W. and the National Law Center.
GW Legal Services
by Christopher Stock
The SBA wants a legal
assistance service for undergraduates
functional by September, according to
SBA President Howard Gross.
"We want to provide GW un-
dergradua tes with someone to talk to when
they have legal problems not requiring a
lawyer," Gross said. The service would
not offer legal advice, but would provide
undergraduates with information about
"what the law is" in particular areas, so
they can make better informed decisions.
The legal service could conceivably deal
with any type of problem its staff could
research, but Gross said the most likely
use of the service will be for landlord-
tenant problems. He said students often
have problems with security deposits,
leases, and evictions, but have nowhere to
turn for assistance. The National Law
Center's Legal Clinics normally require
clients to be indigent which excludes most
students, he said.
The legal service will be staffed mainly
by undergraduates interested in law. They
will do the research and provide the legal
information to the students using the
service. He said the undergraduates on the
staff should have access to the law library,
and will be able to devote more time to
researching the problems than law
students would. Gross feels un-
dergraduates will be capable of searching
out legal information even though they will
have had no formal legal training. He
maintains that, "one doesn't have to
graduat~ frOm college to do research."
The legal service is in a preliminary
stage of development. Gross said he is not
dealing with any undergraduate
organizations yet, but hopes to soon. Last
month Gross ran a story in the GWHatchet
introducing the plan to undergraduates.
~•
He said he has received a positive
response.
GW presently has the Student Advocate
Service <SAS),which assists students who
have administrative problems with the
University. The SAS helps students "cut
red tape" and often helps mediate disputes
between students and the University,
according to SAS director, Ellen Con-
norton. She said SAS currently does not
operate outside the scope of University-
related problems. However, she said the
staff would like to broaden its services and
might be interested in working with the
SBA.
The role of law students in the legal
service will be very limited, according to-
Gross. He would like to use law students
who had experience with similar
programs at their undergraduate schools
to initially "get the ball rolling." However,
once the service is established, law
students will hopefully play only an ad-
visory role to the undergraduate
researchers. "We would like the role of the
law students involved to be to tell the
undergrad researchers where to look for
information, instead of actually dealing
directly with the students using the ser-
vice," he said.
Gross feels there may be a need to "link
up" the service to a law professor to utilize
as an expert, but he has not approached
any professors with the idea yet. Another
possibility, he said, was that the legal
service might eventually have some
association with the National Law Center's
Legal Clinics.
Gross said there are undergraduate
legal service programs in operation at
other universities. Penn State has a
'program ..that has over thirty un-
odergraduate researchers on its staff
assisting students with their legal
problems. He said Brigham Young
University also provided undergraduate
legal service.
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LA W STUDEN1'S AND ALUMNI RAISED MORE THAN $7,000 FOR THE LA W SCHOOL
IN TWO DAYS AT THE "GEORGE CALLING" PHONEATHON LAST MONTH,
PROCEEDS RAISED IN THE SECOND DA Y OF CALLING WILL GO FOR STUDENT
LOANS.
LSAr's New Numbers
(froml page 2)
score distribution was as predicted except
for the percentage of high scores which
was lower than estimated. McGrane said
that the difference between actual and
estimated scores was slight. Stanek said
that while the official position of the LSAS
has been that the LSAT is "not coachable"
in any form, it may be that the old test was
more coachable than the new one.
The most dramatic change in the LSAT
is the addition of the writing sample.
Examinees must now write an essay in.
response to a question within a 30 minute
time period. The sample goes directly to
the law school for evaluation of the ap-
plicant's writing style and ability to for-
mulate an argument under pressure. The
NLC Admission Committee had been
relying on an evaluation ofthe applicant's
personal statement. Stanek regards the
results from the writing sample section an
unsatisfactory indicator partly because of
the time limit imposed on test takers.
Samples do not affect the Committee's
decision but rather alert the Law School
to potential problems in a student's per-
formance, he explained. The content and
opinions expressed by the applicant "do
not matter at all, as long as the argument
is intelligent and coherent," he said.
Since applicants who have taken the
revised LSAT are not yet in law school, the
effectiveness of the test as a measure of
academic success has yet to be proven.
The consensus suggests a wait and see
attitude.
Dean Jerome Barron
T he Faculty Appointments Committee,
consisting of Professor Tom Dienes,
Chairman, and Professors Merrifield,
Park, "Rothschild, and Sirulnik, and
student members Ellen Boegel, Fig
Horton, and Linda Parker, and I have had
a very busy year with regard to faculty
recruitment. I particularly want to thank.
Professor Dienes and all the 'members of
his committee, both students and faculty,
for the long hours they put into the ap-
pointment process this year. I think the
end result is one that we can be proud of. I
would like to report on these new ap-
pointments to you.
Two members of the permanent faculty
will be joining us next year. Professor
Harold P. Green was a long-time member
of the faculty of the National Law Center
and was granted emeritus status in 1979.
During the interim, he has been a partner
of the Washington law firm of Fried,
Frank, Harris, Shriver & Kampelman. He
is now going to sever his connections with
the firm and devote his energies to
teaching and research at the law school.
Professor Green is well known for his
scholarship in the fields of science and the
law and in energy law. He is also an ac-
complished teacher and expert in the
areas of corporation law and securities
regulation. He will be teaching courses in
Business Planning, Securities Regulation,
and Science and the Legal Process next
year. There is much enthusiasm about
Professor Green's return since there is
great respect for his teaching ability,
scholarship, and collegiality.
The Honorable Patricia Roberts Harris
will also be joining us as a member of the
permanent faculty next year. (See article,
this issue.) Mrs. Harris will be the first
cabinet 'member to serve as a full-time
member of our faculty. She was Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and
also served as Secretary for Housing and
Urban Development. Also, she has served
as Ambassador to Luxembourg and is
truly one of the most distinguished
graduates of this law school, having
graduated first in her class. Moreover, she
is one of the most distinguished women in
public life in the United States. Next year,
she will be teaching a seminar in
Administrative Law on Policy
Management and Review, Individual
Rights and Liberties, Constitutional Law,
and International Law. Her appointment
has received much attention in the press
and has been well received by our students
and faculty.
Two visiting professors will join us next
year. Professor Joel Seligman will be
Visiting Professor of Law for the academic
year 1983-84. Professor Seligman
graduated Phi Beta Kappa and magna
cum laude from the University of
California in 1971 and received his J.D.
degree, cum laude, from Harvard Law
School in 1974. He has been a full-time
member of the Northeastern University
law faculty since 1977. His book, The
Transformation of Wall Street: A History
of the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission and Modern Corporate Finance,
was reviewed on February 20th of this
year on the front page of the New York
Times Book Review. Another book of his
which has received considerable attention
is, The High Citadel: The Influence of
Harvard Law School. published by
Houghton Mifflin in 1968. Joel's classes at
Northeastern were highly rated by his
students and he should be a valuable ad-
dition to the National Law Center next
year.
The final new addition is that of Jay
Shulman, who will be Visiting Associate
Professor for the academic year 1983-84.
He will be teaching in the commercial law
and bankruptcy area. Professor Shulman
graduated magna cum laude from Cornell
University where he received his B.A.
degree in 1973. He received his J.D.
degree, cum laude, from the Northwestern
University Law School in 1977. He was
elected to the Order of the Coif at North-
western and also served on the North-
western University Law Review. He has
just completed an article with a colleague
at the University of M.aineo(p,ro~es~o~T<;>~
Ward) on bankruptcy Jaw, "In Defense of
the Bankruptcy -Code's Radical
Integration of the Preference Rules
Affecting Commercial Financing," 61
Wash. U.L.Q. 1 (983). Jay Shulman will
bring experience and additional strength
to our commercial law offerings next Year.
An additional matter that I would like to
mention at this time is our 1983 com-
mencement. Judge Patricia Wald will be
the commencement speaker. Hers was a
name proposed to me by the Com-
mencement Committee of the Class of
1983, Marjy Fisher, Dennis Levine, and
Andy Robinson. Judge Wald is a very able
judge who has won the respect of the bar in
the District of Columbia. She also has been
enormously helpful to this law school and
frequently has given her time to sit as a
judge on our moot court.
At the 1983 commencement, Mary
Stalling Coleman, formerly Chief Justice
of the Michigan Supreme Court, and a
member of the George Washington
University Law School Class of 1939,will
be receiving a Professional Achievement
Award from the General Alumni
Association. At the same time, one of the
National Law Center's most generous and
loyal sons, the Honorable Jacob Burns of
the George Washington University Law
School Class of 1924,also will be awarded a
Professional Achievement Award by the
General Alumni Association,
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Law School Grades:A Pre-occupational Hazard
by Professor David Weaver
- In the fall of 1981and again last fall, the law faculty was-asked to consider proposals
characterized as grade reform. Each time the mountain labored and brought forth a
mouse, a set of rules, good for one vear only. affectinll distribution of grades within
sections (day sections?) of first year classes. This spring or next fall grade reform will
necessarily reappear on the agenda of the faculty and participating students. ~his piece
begins by describing briefly the recent efforts, then turns to other aspects of our grading
system which are at least equally in need of review.
First, as to what has been done to date. Following a barrage of publicity describing a
theoretical potential for adverse effects on one's rank in the first-year class based on
membership in one section rather than another, a special committee recommended (and
the faculty approved) a set of rules imposing limits on the way in which instructors of
first-year classes may report their grades. At least five percent of the students in each
of the affected classes must receive a grade of A but no more than 15 percent may.
Similar maximum and minimum percentages apply to each of the other letter grades.
Perhaps more important, the rules provide that the average grade for every section of
every first-year course must fall in the 75-77range.
- This pattern was not created by the committee out of whole cloth. It was thought to be
a close approximation of the grade distribution generally found in sections of first-year
courses. The purpose of the rules is to restrict an instructor whose own assessment of
student performance in a particular section falls outside this general pattern. Under
these circumstances it was thought more important to bring the grades for such a class
into line with those of other classes than to have them reported as the instructor actually
~~m. . ed
Inmy judgment, expressed unpersuasively to my colleagues at the time, the propos
rules were neither wise nor necessary. According to information supplied to us about
grade distribution among sections in recent years, actual disparities among sections
ranged from slight to insignificant. However, the faculty could not resist a solution even
though there was no problem. _
The effort which went into preparing and debating these rules reflects the exaggerated
importance attached to first-year grades and rank. If professional education must be
thought of as a competition, then surely it is not over at the end of the first twenty-eight
hours. Yet many students, and, I suspect some faculty, seem to so regard it. The creation
of the qualified professional is only well begun at the end of the first year. Much remains
to be done, and some who start indifferently will be found at the end of the course to be
better qualified than others who got off to a much better start.
Of course, a good start in law school is important and desirable. It carries with it
important rewards, both within and without the school, but the heavy emphasis on a good
start also carries with it a burden of disappointment and discouragement for those who
have not started off as well as they had hoped. Over the years many students, just
beginning their third semester with one year's grades in and two years still to go, have
told me, "the race is over. I'm out of the running for honors here," or words to that ef-
fect. What nonsense, and what unnecessary injury to the morale of young people off to a
good start in their careers even though it may not .be quite as good as that of others.
Grading The G~aders
by Brian O'DonneH
Having reached the point in the semester when students complete course evaluation
questionnaires, I urge both students and administrators to take full advantage of the
evaluations in assessing the quality of teaching of the National Law Center.
Students must use the evaluations as a mechanism for providing candid but con-
structive feedback helpful both to instructors in reviewing their own efforts and to
students consulting the surveys in making course selections. The school's administration
purports to read all comments made by students. The evaluations can therefore be an
opportunity to send a message - be itlaudatory or disparaging - to the dean's office
regarding an instructor's performance. Particularly since many faculty members are
subject to review for receiving tenured status, student input can greatly contribute to
maintaining the generally high caliber of instruction now exis~~g at the NLC. Competent
and hardworking faculty who create the framework for a positive classroom experience
should be recognized. Those instructors unable to facilitate the learning process or
displaying indifference towards their obligations as professors should similarly be put on
notice. In all cases students should make an effort to evaluate a course in a fair manner
with comments expressing satisfaction and-or suggesting improvements.
It remains incumbent upon the administration to show that it is responsive to the
signals sent out by survey results. Disturbingly, an examination of evaluation results
over several semesters shows students consistently giving low rankings to some in-
structors who nevertheless return to disappoint yet another group of paying customers.
This is particularly disconcerting with respect to first-year classes where students are
not permitted to choose their sections. Equally disturbing is the failure of some faculty
members highly regarded by students, to receive tenure. Of course many factors -
scholarship, experience, publications - must be considered in.the hiring and promotion
of law teachers. Instructional skills must be weighed heavily among those factors,
however if faculty members are to be encouraged to make the considerable effort
requirelof both faculty and students for a successful legal education.
This is a dimension of grade reform which to my mind is much more in!portant and
results in a more sensible perspective. Partly, this is a matter of general attitude, of
what we say or imply about the first year and later years. Partly, it is a matter of
technique. Without in any way depreciating the value of goodwork in the first year, we
should be looking for additional ways to reward and recognize good work in the second
and third years. There is very little of that now. Yet a bit of imagination will surely
suggest numerous ways in which that might be done.
For example, why not treat the first and second years separately for purposes of
reporting rank in class instead of automatically cumulating the two for that purpose? All
students would then have the same opportunity to stand out in a second round of com-
petition as they had on entering law school. There is now no device for telling the world,
or even the student, that, while he or she was 150thor whatever of 300in thP.first vear. he
or she ranked (say) loth in the second. Dramatic improvements in performance, and in
relative capacity, do occur but go largely unrecognized now. Must they?
A similar device would be to award prizes for students who raise their overall average
a certain number of points in the second or third year. At OhioState, the final law school
average is computed under a system which attaches more weight to grades in later years
than in the first on the sensible theory that, since law training is cumulative, the results
towards the end of law school tell more about the individual's development and potential
. as a lawyer than those earlier on.
Undoubtedly, with a little thought, many other ideas would be found to stimulate and
recognize good work after the first year. However, until we recognize that the present
heavy emphasis on first year grades creates this problem, such thinking will not be done.
Our faculty has never taken that initial step.
Finally we need to take a new and searching look at the CREDIT-NO CREDIT
OPTION'now available to students and the use to which it has been put for many years.
Students may take up to seventeen hours of such work, none of which will be counted in
determining either their cumulative average or their class rank.
There may be only a few who take all seventeen hours, but the option is being widely
used for a substantial number of hours, especially by high ranking students. My im-
pression is that the most common use of the option is as a kind of wild card played to
protect a strong average by minimizing risk in courses which might possibly prove
difficult Students electing the option do not necessarily let down their effort. In fact,
many grades reported as CREDIT are, top performances o~paper. . .
The widespread use of the CREDIT-NO CREDIT option 10 this fashion makes a
travesty of competition in the last year. It permits students with very high averages to sit
on them taking a selectively lightened load for grading purposes while being treated as a
full-time student for credit purposes. At the very point when every student should be able
to demonstrate his or her capacity in fair competition with all classmates, this captious
element of our system is permitted to distort it. It makes an ironic contrast with all the
recent effort at fine tuning first year grades.
Our present CREDIT-NO CREDIT option is a legacy of an exceptionally permissive
era. It's time to look at it again, asking when, if ever, a student should be permitted to
eliminate the appraisal of work in particular courses from computation of the overall
average. If we started anew with such a question, the option might disappear entirely; if
retained, it would probably take on a much different form.
,
the advocate
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"Overview"
More On the" Mind Than Lawbooks
by Charlie Starrs
"The right to abortion is not secured by this Constitution". That is the wording of a
proposed constitutional amendment currently under consideration by Congress. The
amendment is sponsored by Senators Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and Thomas Eagleton (D-
Mo.), and has been approved by the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee. The proposal now
goes before the Senate Judiciary Committee and from there possibly to the Senate floor
for debate. .
The current administration's proposed budget for Fiscal Year 1984 contained
significant changes in federal educational financial programs. Important among these
changes are the following: 0) a loan origination fee increase from five to ten percent
(only for graduate professional students); ,(2) a severe reduction in funding for the
National Direct Student Loan Program; (3) Application of a "needs test" to all students
seeking a Guaranteed Student Loan, not just to those students with income greater than
$30,000 per year.
The U.S. Judicial Conference has recently issued several resolutions which may have
widespread import. The conference recommended that judges'flexibility and discretion
in sentencing should be limited. The Conference also resolved that federal judges should
not seek law students as clerks, except students in their third year.
What is your reaction to these statements? Are you interested, curious, or inquisitive?
I believe that most of you are probably at least somewhat interested. For those of you
who are indifferent, I encourage you to read on.
Graduation from an accredited law school is presently a requirement for admission to
the D.C: Bar. Two applicants rejected for failing to meet this requirement sought review
in the federal courts. The Supreme Court ruled that the U.S. District Court does not have
the authority to review such rejections. The Court did rule, however, that the District
Court could hear a constitutional challenge to the admissions standards.
The·U.S. Department of Education issued a regulation requiring all students seeking
federal financial aid for education to account for their Selective Service status. This
regulation is being contested before a U.S. District Court in Minnesota.
By now, I'm sure that at least one of these issues has piqued each reader's curiosity.
But, at the risk of overkill, if there are one or two indifferent law students left, then
perhaps the following incidents are matters that will interest you.
A graduate of Vermont Law School is suing the school for "breach of its admissions
contract." Apparently the dissatisfied former student received a failing grade in a
course taught by a teacher who was allegedly "unsupervised" and used arbitrary
grading methods.'
The police practice of stopping people in airports who exhibit characteristics found in
"drug carrier profiles" has been given qualified approval by the Supreme Court. The
Court ruled that police had probable cause to stop an individual in an airport because he
was carrying heavy baggage, was between 25 and 35 years old, appeared pale and ner-
vous, paid for his ticket in cash, and only had his name on his luggage identification tag,
no address.
The issues speak for themselves. The world does not slow down and wait for us while
we go through law school. I believe that most law students at this school are concerned.
and aware. Unfortunately the study of law is sufficiently difficult that, when combined
with daily needs, it creates an effective deterrent to pursuing these concerns. I have
sponsored in the SBA the "Overview" Committee to help law students remain-aware of
developments in important areas and to assist law students in voicing their concern over
these issues. The scope of "Overview" will be limited, at least initially, to those issues
which have some bearing on us as law students and lawyers and to major issues of
general concern. "Overview" will focus on. current topics in the Supreme Court,
Congress, and federal administrative agencies. Several students have already expressed
a desire to become active in "Overview," and they will be using the remainder of the
school year to organize and define the objectives of the committee.
I encourage all interested students to comment or otherwise participate in "Over-
view." We cannot isolate ourselves from the current of contemporary debate for three
years - perhaps especially not in these next three years. The administration, good
or bad, is indisputably active, and we are approaching an election year, making par-
ticularly important our need to be intelligently informed and effective participants in the
debates surrounding these issues. It is hoped that through "Overview" the SBA will be
able to provide a tool to assist law students in these needs. At the very least, you now
know not to pay for an airplane ticket with cash or to omit your address from your
luggage identification tag.
Thinking Like a Lawyer
Or Like a Human Being?
by Robert Klausner
We will train you to think like a lawyer." These proverbial words of wisdom were
made famous by Prof. Kingsfield in the movie, :"Paper Chase," and reinforced by law
professors all over the country. Does this mean that a law student will leave law school
with an expanded, analytical mind - or a uniquely narrow mind? The reality is that law
school does both. A law student's mind is expanded when the student is taught how to
analyze different fact situa tions. It is limited by the presentation of materials which have
a narrow view. One of the most dramatic limitations on the law student's learning is the
exclusion of material concerning the hardship of the poor and unrepresented.
The area of public interest law is such an extraneous topic in law school that if it was
not for the Equal Justice Foundation or an occasional speaker like Ralph Nader, most
students would never be exposed to it. Law students have an opportunity to correct this
deficiency by utilizing Washington area organizations. There are many public interest
groups that need law students a couple of hours a week. Unfortunately, most students
never get their noses out of the books long enough to explore these opportunities. Ifmore
students took advantage of these self-rewarding experiences, then more lawyers would
choose public interest as their careers. This would provide justice for the people who
really need justice.
- '.~" ' •• -' " •• , ..• ,~.,. ' •. ,-,. y -i-
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"FULL" SIGNS KEEP STUDENTS AND FACULTY WAITING FOR UNIVERSITY PARKING, WHILE VISITOR LOTS REMAIN UNFILLED.
Photo by Michael Grayson
Paying Premium Prices For Parking Pains
by Micha.el Grayson
Students who drive to G.W. every day
can expect to pay about $400.00per year
for parking. In exchange do they receive
the kind of service they should?
To park in the University lots, students
must obtain a free parking sticker and buy
daily tickets. Tickets cost $2.15 plus a 12
percent D.C. parking tax. Visitors pay an
hourly rate of$1.80per hour for up to three
hours, a flat rate of $6.50 for three to ten
hours, and a flat rate of $7.25for more than
ten hours.
Joseph Mello, G.W.'s director of
parking, said that the parking system as a
whole operates at a five to seven percent
profit. He said that the profit goes to the
University General Fund. The parking
rate is determined by the administration,
which acts on the advice of the University
Parking Committee. The committee has
four students and nine faculty and ad-
ministration members.
The Parking Committee was at one time
an active, regulatory group. But in
January 1981,University President Elliott
changed the status of the committee to
advisory. Since the change, student rates
have increased 22 percent and the
Parking Committee meetings have
become infrequent. Mello admitted that
the Committee is often not consulted about
changes in parking policy. It has yet to
hold a meeting in the 1982-83school year.
The main University parking facility is
the garage on 22nd and H sts., which has
spaces for a total of 1,081cars. The garage
is divided into three sections. Students who
arrive after about 10 a.m. often have to
wait in a line of cars to get through the
student gate and into the garage. The wait
can vary from a couple of minutes to more
than half an hour. When students do get
into the garage, they are often directed to
the visitor levels, where there are scores of
empty spaces.
Mello explained that the University made
a committment to always have visitor
space available back when the garage was
built. He pointed out that visitor space
is more profitable., but he admitted that
there is no formula or policy for deter-
mining how many student cars are allowed
on the visitor levels. "We cheat a little.,
It's a matter of how many (cars) we think
we can get away with on a given day," he
explained.
straight into the garage.
The result is that students are kept
waiting in line while visitors can go
For students who don't want to wait,
there is parking available at the same cost
at the Kennedy Center. A free shuttle bus
runs from the Center to the campus.
466·8913
2025 Eye St., N.W. Suite 105 Washington, D.~. 20006
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----------THE DOCKET----------
Judge Patricia Wald of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia will be
the keynote speaker for the NLC commencement ceremony on Sunday, May 22nd.
•
H. William Tanaka of Tanaka, Walders & Ritger is scheduled to speak on
"Representing the International Client", Monday, April 11 at 4 p.m. Tanaka's clients
include the government and embassy of Japan and the Japan Trade Center. The address,
sponsored by the Asian American Law Students Association, will be held in Stockton 101.
• •
The Latin Legal Movement (formerly LARAZA) last January elected as its president,
Fernando R. Munoz. Leonard Torrealba was elected secretary and Ana Landazabal,
treasurer. The organization, open to Hispanics and those interested in Hispanic con-
cerns, plans a Hispanic food sale and a T-shirt sale as fund raisers next year.
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(~p~!~rnativeExam Proposal Earns SBA Support
menting specifically upon the SBA
proposal, Dean Schwartz voiced initial
approval of the specific period during
which make-ups would have to be taken for
a numerical grade. The 30-day period she
believes, would comport with professors'
practices in turning in their grades and
would not be a serious hardship on in-
dividual professors called upon to schedule
make-ups.
While generally silent on the proposal to
give numerical grades on make-up exams,
Dean Schwartz expressed her approval of
an idea raised by Associate Dean Potts in
the Advocate <March 4). Grades could be
offered to students who take make-up
exams. Dean Schwartz viewed this option
as basically compatible with the present
system, and as a means of giving the
disabled student some basis for evaluating
his or her performance without permitting
them to improve their status.
While noting that time constraints make
any change in the present system unlikely
before next semester, Associate Dean
Potts said the new procedure, if adopted
by the Committee and the faculty, could
easily be implemented on a provisional
basis subject to review after one or two
years.
Sharing Dean Schwartz's view as to the
possibility of provisionally adopting the
considered 'many sources - including the
D.C. Code for Human Rights - in drafting
the proposal changes to be"submitted to
the Scholarship Committee. The proposal
is an attempt to remove the penalties for
what Gross terms "a relatively few
number of people who need to have their
interests stood up for." It also includes
significant concessions to those on the
Scholarship Committee who voted to deny
a petition made last semester by a student
seeking to take an early exam .because she
was due to deliver her child during the
regularly scheduled period. By
specifically defining the grounds for
deferral and by requiring the student to
take a make-up exam after the regular
exam period, the SBA and LAW seek to
meet the concerns of Committee members
like Associate Dean Teresa Schwartz.
Schwartz voted against allowing an ex-
ception for the pregnant student last term
because she believes it would have un-
dermined "a policy that considers all
disabled people alike."
In talks with the Advocate, Dean
Schwartz expressed her willingness to
"reevaluate" the exam policy in response
to students' perceptions of unfairness. But
she reaffirmed her view that the present
policy has been a workable one and is "not
prejudicial" to disabled students. Com-
SBA proposal was committee-member
Professor Eric Sirulnik, who saw this as
one way of getting the proposal approved
over the objections of those fearing a
major change in current policy. Sirulnik,
the only faculty member of the Scholar-
ship Committee to vote in favor of granting
an exception for pregnant students and
their families, enthusiastically endorsed
the SBA proposal. He regards the current
exam as imposing a hardship on anyone
who has to miss an examination for any
legitimate reason. The SBA proposal, he
says, is a clear, concise, and well-drafted
alternative. In Sirulnik's view, it isn't
unfair to the rest of the student body to
allow students granted a deferral to be
given a numerical grade on the make-up
and to have that grade factored into the
curve. He reasons that they probably
won't do any better than they would have
had they taken the regularly-scheduled
exam. Should this prove too great an ob-
stacle to adoption, however, Sirulnik said
he could support a system under which
students are permitted to take make-ups
for a numerical grade which would not be
factored into the curve for that exam.
Most importantly, Sirulnik regards the
concerns with exam security and student
honesty raised by Dean Potts and others as
overemphasized and unfair to NLC
"UNITY AND EMPOWERMENT - UNIDAD Y EM-
PODERAMIENTO" WAS THE THEME OF THE 14TH
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON WOMEN AND THE LAW
HELD THIS WEEKEND IN THE NEW WASHINGTON CON-
VENTION CENTER. THE CONFERENCE WAS SPONSORED
BY A COALITION OF LA W SCHOOLS INCLUDING THE GW
r
NATIONAL LAW CENTER AND COMMUNITY LEGAL AC-
TIVISTS AND ATTORNEYS. THE CONFERENCE THEME
REFLECTED "A RECOGNITION THAT WOMEN AS A
POLITICAL FORCE WILL ONLY BE EFFECTIVE IF THEY
UNITE WITH OTHERS WHO ARE STRUGLLING TO
ELIMINATE INJUSTICE..... '1 :' .
students. Sirulnik said the school
must have a basic respect for the integrity
of the students, and that the possibility of
cheating by a few should not condemn
everyone to suffer the hardships. of an
unfair exam policy. This view was shared
by the SBA, which did not incorporate a
detailed "honor" system into its proposal
because it was felt by felt by the
representatives that the risk of cheating is
not that high. Gross said, "the risk of
cheating should not condemn the
proposal. "
the proposal seems to depend upon the
SBA's ability to convince the Scholarship
Committee that it will not be a serious
problem, and its willingness to com-
promise on specifics in response to the
concerns of the faculty.
Far more likely is that early adoption of
any change in the current system could be
delayed by the combination of faculty
concerns about security, the proximity of
examinations, and the fact that the faculty
will meet only once more before the end of
the semester. Student concern over the
fairness of the exam policy is not likely to
dissipate. Explained Gross, "Right now,
we're trying to work with the
administration and the faculty on this
proposal. If this doesn't work, I foresee
more problems ahead."
issue of the
This is the final
Advocate for
he spring term
Good luck on
finals ..
See you
next fall ..
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Everyone in this picture shares something in
common. They've all had cancer, and are leading
happy, nonnallives.
Through progress in treatment, knowing the
risks and early detection, over two million
individuals have survived cancer.
. But most people don't know that. They still
think cancer is unbeatable.
A fact which over two million people would
like to dispute.
AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIE1Y~
""':".,
How you live may save your life.
